You, out of the blue, came from nowhere
You came when I was tired of my life
You came when I was so empty
When everything I did was nothing but a routine
You brought me the laughter
You brought me the heal that I need
When I thought I forgot how to smile
You brought me the joy that I was searching for
You made me wondered,
“When was the last time I laughed?
Laughed for nothing, laughed for the lame jokes, laughed for the
fool of myself?”
And you, my dear, standing in front of my door
Bring it all.
And at another time
After a meal, along with our coffee
And your cigarette
We talked deep about something
About the meaning of life
About you and your thoughts
I was surprised for the similarities between us

How clicked we were to each other in so many ways
You made me contemplating
You made me believe that I can
And you made me more thankful for this life
It’s wonderful how enormous a person could affect the other
But it comes naturally from you
I admit I adore you
I admire you not in the way to make you mine
But I love you for how wonderful you are for giving me the
vibes that I need
You’re so inspiring I couldn’t help myself
And you have to know that
So, thank you
Thank you for coming in my life.
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You offered me the comfort that I was craving for
You made me took my guard down
You made my poem came true
by holding my hand that night
And all the precious moments
That made me felt like living
In the wilderness of love
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Wise man say
Only fools rush in
But I can’t help
Falling in love with you

Can’t Help Falling In Love, Elvis Presley
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I've been imprinted
Since I sat down next to you
Looking into your eyes
Seeing you smile
Watching you move
Since the day we declared
We are together
I'm not in front of you
You’re not on my back
We are walking next to each other
Every step until forever
We've been tethered
We've been tied
We're not one and one become two
But we're two become one
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It was only a smile
But my heart it went wild
I wasn't expecting that

-
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Wasn’t Expecting That, Jamie Lawson

